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Late Winter, Early Spring Vows Planned

Ann L. Doll Is Married

Ceremonies Read For Couples

Registration Fees

Tassels Take Over...

Outside Work Helps Mom, Children

Engagements Announced

Enchanted's Notebook

OSU, OU Students To Wed
Mantle Hints At Retirement

TROJANS, IRISH RAMBLE

Nick Seitz

Medley New All Sports Head

Smith Hits 27, Blazers Battle Houston
CHOCTAW BLISTERS YUKON

Haught Hits 42; Eagles Tip Edmond

TROJAN'S 178 DEAT PIRATES

...And They Did

HAPPY CLASSIC BEGINS TODAY

OCC Pops Langston

Tinker Lands Met Tournay

W. Howard Beeson, 61; ram of the Oklahoma City police, has announced that the annual City Athletic Association will hold a "Jazz" contest on Aug 31, with the proceeds going to the City Athletic Association's fund for the benefit of the local students. The contest will be held in the city auditorium at 8 p.m. The event will feature a variety of musical acts, including jazz bands and solo performers.

Roderick Feels Pokes Have Improved

GRANT TOPS PUTNAM CITY

U.S. G. 49, 66 puts electric switch on operation. The switch was installed on one of the city's electric substations and will enable the city to better control and monitor the electrical grid. The switch is capable of isolating sections of the grid in the event of a fault, helping to minimize the impact of outages.

Jimerson To Coach OU Boomers

SAY HEY BOOMERS

The University of Oklahoma men's basketball team has named John Jimerson as its new head coach. Jimerson, a former OU player, has been involved in college basketball coaching for over 20 years. He takes over a team that has been struggling recently but has the potential to be a strong competitor in the future. The team is expected to have a strong incoming class and several transfers who will help bolster its roster for the upcoming season.
92 Communications Workers Involved

Strike Still Looms

Special Report, president of Los Angeles Local 1892 Communications Workers, announced that communications workers are still facing a strike and the company has not made any definite move to avert the situation. This was revealed in the talks on Wednesday between company officials and representatives of the Communications Workers Union. The communication service has been running on a reduced schedule for the last few weeks due to a strike involving the Communications Workers Union.

Student Arrested in Assult

In another development, a student was arrested for assaulting a security guard at the university. The student was apprehended after a scuffle with a security guard who was trying to prevent him from entering the campus. The incident occurred near the main entrance of the university. The student was taken into custody and charged with assault.

Witness Admits Seeing Slaying

Another witness came forward and admitted to seeing the slaying. The witness, who was a student, said he saw the case from a nearby window. The witness claimed to have seen the perpetrator entering and leaving the house. The witness added that he had not reported the incident earlier due to fear of retaliation.

Charge Filed in Assault

A charge of assault was filed against the perpetrator. The police said that they had sufficient evidence to charge the perpetrator with assault. The perpetrator was booked and later released on bail. The case is under investigation and more arrests are expected.

'lobbying' By Agency

Church To Present Review Of Bible

'lobbying' by an agency was reported in connection with the presentation of a review of the Bible. The agency was said to be trying to influence the presentation of the review. The review was scheduled to be presented at the church on Sunday. The church authorities said they were aware of the situation and were taking necessary steps to ensure a fair presentation.

Who's The Greatest — Maggie or Gloria?

Elizabeth Taylor Hits Sizzle Back Onto City Screen

Elizabeth Taylor will be the center of attention at the city screen. She has been nominated for an Academy Award for her role in "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof." The film is set to be released on February 15. Taylor, who is known for her dramatic performances, is expected to make a near-overnight sensation.

Special Show Times Set Up For Liz Films

Special show times will be set up for the films that will be featuring Elizabeth Taylor. The films are expected to generate a lot of interest among the audience. The special show times will be held on February 15, with additional shows on February 16 and 17.

She's Maggie the Cat, who turns a bed into a cage!

She's a hot number in her Academy Award winning performance!

Liz Wins An Oscar

Elizabeth Taylor is set to win an Oscar for her role in "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof." The actress has been nominated for the Oscar in the category of best actress. Taylor has received critical acclaim for her portrayal of Maggie the Cat. The film has been praised for its powerful performances and its social relevance.

Liz's Legs Inexpensive Compared To Paul Newman's

Liz's legs are inexpensive compared to Paul Newman's. Newman's legs are reportedly worth a million dollars, whereas Liz's legs are considered to be worth only a few thousand dollars.
ON SALE TODAY
LIMITED OFFER
COLOR
ANTENNA INCLUDED FREE

ANTENNA FEATURES
• All-channel VHF (2-13)
• Battery you assembled, needs recharging every 3 years
• All-aluminum construction, corrosion resistant coat
• Local is automatically connected to external antenna
• Universal Tripod Base complements any hirise outdoor antenna
• Ideal for roof top or attic installation
• Approved for color
• Outdoors makes high picture sharpness an extra
• Eliminates ghost and improves picture quality
• Assembled and tested with Pop-Lek hardware

The TV Set You Receive........
A genuine walnut console set with a 180 sq. inch rectangular tube. This is the newest set on the market and has no superior when it comes to features or quality. After all it has to be pretty good to carry a better guarantee than any set in history.

Curtis — Mathes
COLOR TELEVISION-ANTENNA-DELIVERED

*8 YR. TUBE GUARANTEE-90 DAY FREE SERVICE

Now for the first time a total offer on color TV

Everything you need for perfect color TV viewing. The newest set with every feature, a high gain color antenna for perfect reception. Plus protection against costly repairs never offered by any one at any time. More guarantee protection than any other set ever offered. A guarantee that cannot be had on any other brand and it is all offered at a never before in color TV history price.

1 YR. PARTS GUARANTEE EVERYTHING INCLUDED

$399

PRO-RATA
8 YR. PICTURE TUBE GUARANTEE

The price of replacing a color TV tube today runs from $75.00 up to $250.00 on most sets that you buy. If your tube went bad in 14 months it could cost up to $250.00 to replace it on most other sets.

WHAT DOES THIS GUARANTEE INCLUDE?

It means that during a period of 8 years from the date that you buy your set if your tube goes bad Curtis Mathes will replace it at a pro-rata cost to you. The first year is free and after that you only pay 1/8th of the tube cost for each year you have had your set.

90 DAY FREE SERVICE

Not only does this record breaking price include the longest tube guarantee in history but all other parts are guaranteed for one full year. After the first year you only have a 90 day parts guarantee plus we service your set free for 90 days, plus we deliver your set free and install it so its ready to use.

Rectangular tube color TV
8 yr. picture tube guarantee
High gain color TV antenna
90 day free service policy
1 year guarantee on all parts
Free delivery and installation of TV set
Antenna installation not included

TAKE MONTHS TO PAY

SHOP TODAY 9 'Til 9 SUN 12 'Til 9 AT 800 SO. WESTERN